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A simple approach for on-line tool wear monitoring
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Abstract: A wide variety of on-line tool condition monitoring techniques have been developed to the present
time. Timely decision making for cutting tool indexing needs a proper method for assessment of the state of
the tool on-line.

The present work demonstrates a very simple system based on cutting force measurement for deter-
mination of the tool condition on-line using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The technique shows
reasonably close estimation of the tool condition and enables successful on-line tool wear monitoring.
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NOTATION

A pairwise comparison matrix
C criterion
Pi probability
PX feed force
PXZ resultant of feed force and tangential force
PY transverse force
PZ tangential force
S0 feed
t depth of cut
VB average flank wear
VC cutting speed
w weight vector

lmax largest eigenvalue

1 INTRODUCTION

A proper cutting tool condition monitoring (TCM) system is
essential for present-day manufacturing by machining.
Cutting tools wear out and fail frequently during machining.
On-line monitoring of the tool condition helps indexing or
replacement of the inserts in time, thereby assuring safe
operation of the machine–fixture–tool–work system and
saving time, and causes minimum or no damage to the
workpiece and the machines.

An appropriate sensory system coupled with a suitable
analysis technique is the main component of the on-line
tool condition monitoring system.

Various methods have been reported for on-line assess-
ment of tool condition, both directly and indirectly. Varia-
tion in the motor current, dimensional deviation, vibration,
cutting forces, acoustic emission, etc., are used for on-line
indirect assessment of tool condition. On-line measurement
of dimensional deviations of the job, being inconvenient, is
not commonly used for tool condition monitoring. In
general, it was found that cutting force and acoustic emis-
sion (AE) signals are well related to the deteriorating con-
ditions of the tool. Within the tool wear region, it was
also reported that cutting force monitoring provides better
assessment of the tool conditions than by the AE or any
other technique (1). Variation of motor current and vibration
characteristics are the derived parameters of the cutting
forces, and these were reported to be less sensitive and
machine dependent (1, 2). More than one sensory system
was also tried to give some amount of success (2, 3).
Force-based single sensory monitoring systems were
found to be quite reliable and accurate (1, 2).

Regarding the signal processing technique as well as the
decision-making tool, a number of methods are used for
on-line monitoring of the cutting tool. Multivariate time
series analyses (4, 5) and multiple regression analyses
(6, 7) were used for on-line tool wear estimation during
various machining processes. A number of researchers
tried on-line tool condition monitoring using self-organizing
methods like the group method of data handling (GMDH)
(7, 8). Recently, artificial neural networks (ANN) have
also been used with some amount of success in this area
(7–10).

The main objective of the present work is to introduce a
simple and promising on-line tool condition monitoring
(TCM) system using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
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—a popularandwidely useddecision-makingtool. Cutting
force components developedduring turning of C25 steel
with carbide inserts havebeenusedfor on-line monitoring
of the state of the tool. The principle, process and the
resultsof the systemusing the analytic hierarchy process
havebeenpresented.

2 THE ANALYT IC HIERA RCHY PROCESS(AHP)

Theanalytic hierarchy process(AHP) (11) is a techniqueto
makerankingof afinitenumberof alternativesbasedupona
finite numberof criteria. The AHP structuresany complex
discrete multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM)
problemhierarchically. The overall objectiveof the deci-
sion is placedat the top level of the hierarchyandthe cri-
teria, subcriteria, if any, and decision alternativeson each
descending level (Fig. 1). After structuring the hierarchy,
pairwisecomparisons amongthe elementsbelonging to a
level with respect to an elementbelonging to an immedi-
ately higher level are performedin order to derive their
local priority weights. The typical form of a pairwisecom-
parisonmatrix is asfollows:

A ¼

C E1 E2
. . . En

¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ ¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹
E1 a11 a12

. . . a1n

E2 a21 a22
. . . a2n

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

En an1 an2
. . . ann

ð1Þ

whereai j (for i; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n) represents the strength of
preferenceof the alternativeEi over Ej with respect to the
criterion C, aji ¼ 1=ai j andaii ¼ 1, for all i and j.

The entries ai j are normally taken from the 1–9 ratio
scale(11). The semanticinterpretation of the numbersare
given in Table1. The matrix A is saidto be consistent if

ai j ajk ¼ aik; for all i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;n ð2Þ

If A is consistent it canbe expressed as

ai j ¼ wi =wj ; i; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n ð3Þ

where wi , i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, are the priority weights of the
alternatives.

If alternativeA1 is 3 timespreferable to or dominantover
alternative A2, then a12 ¼ w1=w2 ¼ 3. Furthermore, if the
alternative A2 is 4 times preferable to alternative A3, then
a23 ¼ w2=w3 ¼ 4. From this, it can be inferred that
a13 ¼ w1=w3 ¼ ðw1=w2Þðw2=w3Þ ¼ 3 × 4 ¼ 12, i.e. alterna-
tive A1 is 12 times preferable to alternativeA3. However,
9 is the upperboundof the fundamental1–9 ratio scaleof
the AHP. Therefore, this value of a13, which is greater
than 9, cannot be taken. In this case, a12a23 Þ a13. In
summary, the above phenomenon violates the general
cardinal consistency relation given in equation (2). If all
the judgements are consistent, i.e. the matrix entries
satisfy the aboverelation, then the matrix A is said to be
consistent.

The priority weights of the alternatives canbe obtained
by solving the eigenvalueproblem:

Aw ¼ nw; wherew ¼ ðw1;w2; . . . ;wnÞ
T ð4Þ

In reality, thematrix A is rarely consistent.In the inconsis-
tent case, the aboveeigenvalueequation becomes

Aw ¼ lmaxw ð5Þ

wherelmax is the largesteigenvalueof the pairwisecom-
parisonmatrix (PCM) A.
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Fig. 1 Hierarchy of the tool condition monitoring system

Table 1 Semanticinterpretationof the ratios
in the comparisonmatrices

Verbal judgement of preference Numerical rating

Extremely preferred 9
Very stronglyto extremely
preferred

8

Very stronglypreferred 7
Stronglyto very strongly preferred 6
Stronglypreferred 5
Moderately to stronglypreferred 4
Moderately preferred 3
Equally to moderatelypreferred 2
Equally preferred 1

Note.If alternativeEi haspreferencestrengthasanyoneof
theabovenon-zeronumberscomparedto Ej , thenEj hasthe
reciprocalvaluewhencompared with Ei .



For the inconsistentmatrix, the largesteigenvalue,lmax,
is alwaysgreaterthanor equalto n. The amountof incon-
sistencyis measuredby the consistencyindex (CI):

CI ¼
lmax ¹ n

n ¹ 1
ð6Þ

Theconsistencyratio (CR) is foundby comparingthecon-
sistencyindexwith the index obtained from randomlygen-
eratedreciprocalmatriceswhoseentriesaretakenfrom the
scale (1=9; 1=8; . . . ; 1; . . . ;8; 9). The average consistency
index correspondingto the randomly generatedmatricesis
called the random index (RI). The standardvalues of RIs
for variousmatrix sizesareavailable (11). The ratio of CI
to RI is called the consistencyratio (CR). A consistency
ratio of 10 percentor lessis generallyconsideredasaccep-
table(11, 12).

Having obtained lmax, the local weights can be deter-
minedby solving the system

w1 ¼
Xn

j ¼1

ðai jwjÞ=lmax; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n ð7Þ

Alternatively, the principal right eigenvector, w, can be
directly computed by raisingthe matrix A to an increasing
powerof k andthennormalizing the resulting systemas

w ¼ lim
k→∞

Ake
eTAke

ð8Þ

wheree is a unit row vector (1;1; 1; . . . ;1) and eT is the
transposeof the vectore.

It may be noted that the denominator in equation (8)
taking k ¼ 1 denotesthe sum of all the elements of A.
Onenumericalexample to illustratethismethodis available
(13). The intuition behind this approachandits interpreta-
tion asanaveragingprocesshasalso beenreported (14).

If pj , j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;m, aretheweightsof them criteriaand
qi j , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;n, are the local weights of n alternatives
with respect to the jth criterion, thenthe global weightsof
the alternatives arecalculatedas

ri ¼
Xm

j ¼1

pj qi j ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n ð9Þ

TheAHP is a potentialoptimization techniqueto solve a
wide variety of real-world problems.Although the AHP is
mainly meantfor managerial decisions,it can be usedto
solveproblems of other disciplinesaswell. Someresearch-
ers(15, 16) havereported applicationsof theAHP in more
than 40 different fields. The application areas include
budgetary fund allocations,transportation, marketing, con-
flict resolutions, academicplanning, environmental plan-
ning, facility location, justification of robotic and flexible
manufacturing system(FMS) applications,material hand-
ling and various other decision-making problems. For
algebraic details of the AHP, the reader is referred to

reference(12). In thepresentstudy, theAHP hasbeenintro-
ducedfor the first time to monitor cutting tool conditions
on-line.

3 EXPERIMEN TAL INVESTIGATION S

3.1 Experimental conditions

In the present work, turning testshave beencarried out
under the machining conditions given in Table 2. The
cutting force components PX, PY and PZ were obtained
usinga Kistler dynamometer(type 9257B),charge ampli-
fiers and an FFT (fast Fourier transform) analyser(type
AD-3524, A and D Company, Japan)and then processed
in the frequency range of 0–10kHz. Each frame of the
signal is of 40ms duration. Five frame averagesof the
signal were taken for smoothingthe signal, which might
be affectedby several other factorsapart from tool wear.
Average flank wear, VB, of the carbide insert P30 was
measured at regularintervals under an optical microscope
(made by Olympus, Japan).This process was continued
beyondthe VB valueof 200mm.

The signalswere transferredto an HCL-HP 80386per-
sonalcomputervia an IEEE-488 interfacecard.Therethe
averageof theforcecomponentsandthederivedparameters
were computed.Under varying machiningconditions,the
monitoring system wastested89 times.

Cutting speed, VC, andfeed,S0, were selectedconsider-
ing the normal operatingrangein the industry. The depth
of cut, t, waskeptconstantbecauseof its insignificantinflu-
enceon the growth of flank wear, particularly when the
machine–fixture–tool–work system has enough strength
andrigidity.

3.2 Experimentation

The hierarchical structureof the tool conditionmonitoring
system making use of the analytic hierarchy process
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Table 2 Experimental conditions

Machinetool : NH22 high-speedprecisionlathe,Hmt Limited (India)
Motor power:11kW
Speedrange:40–2040r/min

Cutting tool : SNMA 120408,uncoatedP30inserts,SandvikAsia
Limited
Tool geometry:¹68, ¹68, 68, 68, 158, 758, 0.8mm

Tool holder : R174.1-2525-12 (Sandvik),overhang22mm
Jobmaterial : Low carbonsteel(C25)

Composition:C 0.25%,Si 0.18%,
S 0.03%,Mn 0.62%,
P 0.22%

Hardness:HRB 76
Rodsize : Diameter150mm, length750mm
Machining
conditions

: Cutting velocity, VC ¼ 118–184m/min
Feed,S0 ¼ 0:1–0.24mm/rev
Depthof cut, t ¼ 1:5mm
Environment: dry
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(AHP) is shown in Fig. 1. To achievethegoalof thesystem
which is the ‘estimation of tool condition’, four criteria
havebeenselected.Theseare:

(a) the feedforce component,PX,
(b) the tangential forcecomponent,PZ,
(c) the ratio PX=PZ,
(d) the ratio PY=PXZ.

Threealternatives considered in the systemare:

(a) the sharp tool condition, when VB < 100mm;

(b) the progressive tool wear region, 100mm < VB<
200mm,

(c) the worn-out tool, VB > 200mm.

Thecriteria chosen areusedto decidetheprobablealterna-
tive, i.e. the tool condition.

The force parametersshow considerable changes with
growth of cutting tool wear.Figure 2 shows typical plots
of the four criteria andVB with respectto machining time
undera medium speed–feedcondition.

Thepairwisecomparisonmatrix for thecriteria,shown in
Table3, is constructedwhile viewingtherelativechangesof
eachcriterion to the growth of flank wear.The changes in
the valuesof the force parameters (criteria) when the tool
flankwear is justbeyond200mm varyfrom onecuttingcon-
dition to theother.In thepresentwork, five weartestshave
beencarried out underdifferentcuttingconditions,andit is
seen from these experiments that the magnitudeof PX

increasesby 22–38 per cent, PZ increasesby 10–24 per
cent, PY=PXZ decreasesby 10–22 per cent and PX=PZ

increasesby 6–16 per cent when the averageflank wear
value of the cutting tool just exceeds200mm. A typical

plot showing the changes in the selectedforce parameters
corresponding to the mediumspeedand feed condition is
depictedin Fig. 2. According to the changes of the values
of the criteria with the growth of tool wear, if they are
arranged based upon decreasing sensitivity, the order
becomes

PX;PZ;PY=PXZ;PX=PZ

According to equation (3), all the diagonalelements of
the pairwisecomparisoncriteria matrix are1. Basedupon
thevaluesabove,verbal judgementsupon the relationships
are perceived to be that PX is moderately, strongly and
equally to moderately preferred over PY=PXZ, PX=PZ and
PZ respectively when regarding monitoring of the cutting
tool conditions,andaccordingly the entries takenfrom the
1–9 scaleare insertedin the appropriate positionsof the
comparison matrix (Table 3). A similar interpretation
follows for other comparisons. Thecomponentsof theprin-
cipal eigenvector (i.e. the vector corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue, lmax) of the matrix give the priority
weightsof the criteria calculatedusing equation (7). The
consistencyratio (CR) measuresthe amountof inconsist-
encypresent in the matrix.
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Fig. 2 Growthof flank wearandincreasein cutting forceswith machiningtime at themediumspeed–
feedcondition

Table 3 Pairwisecomparisonmatrix for criteria

VB PX PY=PXZ PX=PZ PZ q

PX 1 3 5 2 0.4773
PY=PXZ 1/3 1 2 1/2 0.1539
PX=PZ 1/5 1/2 1 1/4 0.0809
PZ 1/2 2 4 1 0.2880

lmax ¼ 4:0211,CR ¼ 0:0078.



The sameprocedurehasbeenfollowed for constructing
the pairwise comparisonreciprocal matrices for the alter-
nativeswith respectto onecriterion at a time. The matrices
correspondingto themediumspeed–feedconditionarepre-
sentedin Table4. Global weightsaredetermined by equa-
tion (9). The largest global weight correspondsto the
highestprobability of the stateof the tool.

The ranges of eachof the four criteria (PX;PZ;PY=PXZ

and PX=PZ) corresponding to the three tool conditions
(sharp,workable and worn out) are determined. For this,
30 patterns in the vicinity of tool engagement, 100mm
and200mm,flankwearsareused.Generally, therangescor-
responding to theadjacenttool conditionshavesome over-
laps. In the casesof overlapping, the local weightsof the
alternatives arecalculated in the following way.

Firstly, the probability (Pi) of eachconditionof the tool
for the nth set of pattern and the mth criterion parameter

is determined:

Pm
ni

¼
jCm

n ¹ Lm
i j

Bm
q

; i ¼ I; II ; III; q ¼ I¹II ; II¹III

ð10Þ

where
I ¼ sharp tool
II ¼ workable tool
III ¼ worn-out tool
Cm

n ¼ valueof the mth criterion for the nth pattern
Lm

i ¼ upperor lower limi t of the overlap
Bm

q ¼ overlapbetween I and II (q ¼ I¹II) or II and III
(q ¼ II¹III) for the mth criterion

jCm
n ¹ Lm

i j ¼ positivedifferencebetween Cm
n andLm

i

Secondly, the new local weights, wi , for eachcriterion
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Table 4 Pairwisecomparisonmatricesfor alternatives in the AHP model for the medium speed–feedcutting condition

Comparisonmatriceswhenthecriteria valuecorresponds to tool conditions:
Sharp Progressive wear Worn out

(. . .–466)N (454–510)N (510–. . .)N

PX VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2 5 0.582 1 1/3 1/2 0.163 1 1/3 1/4 0.122
VB2 1/2 1 3 0.309 3 1 2 0.54 3 1 1/2 0.32
VB3 1/5 1/3 1 0.109 2 1/2 1 0.297 4 2 1 0.558

lmax ¼ 3:0034 3.0092 3.0183
CR ¼ 0:0029 0.0079 0.0157

(. . .–0.375)N (0.395–0.362)N (0.365–. . .)N

PY=PXZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2 3 0.54 1 1/3 1/2 0.168 1 1/2 1/3 0.163
VB2 1/2 1 2 0.297 3 1 1/2 0.349 2 1 1/2 0.237
VB3 1/3 1/2 1 0.163 2 2 1 0.484 3 2 1 0.54

lmax ¼ 3:0092 3.1356 3.0092
CR ¼ 0:0079 0.1169 0.0079

(. . .–0.715)N (0.715–0.729)N (0.724–. . .)N

PX=PZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 3 4 0.625 1 1/4 1/3 0.124 1 1/4 1/5 0.097
VB2 1/3 1 2 0.239 4 1 1/2 0.359 4 1 1/2 0.333
VB3 1/4 1/2 1 0.137 3 2 1 0.517 5 2 1 0.57

lmax ¼ 3:0183 3.1078 3.0246
CR ¼ 0:0157 0.0929 0.0212

(. . .–630)N (630–710)N (710–. . .)N

PZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 3 5 0.637 1 1/4 1/2 0.149 1 1/3 1/5 0.105
VB2 1/3 1 3 0.258 4 1 1/2 0.376 3 1 1/3 0.258
VB3 1/5 1/3 1 0.105 2 2 1 0.474 5 3 1 0.637

lmax ¼ 3:0385 3.2174 3.0385
CR ¼ 0:0332 0.1874 0.0332
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werecalculatedfrom the equation

wi ¼ PIwi1 þ PII wi 2; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n ðPII ¼ 1 ¹ PIÞ

whenI andII overlap

¼ PII wi1 þ PIII wi 2; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n ðPIII ¼ 1 ¹ PII Þ

whenII andIII overlap
ð11Þ

These new local weights are used to calculate global
weightsusingequation (9).

In the present study, two considerationsregarding the
AHP-based tool wear monitoring system have been
investigated,andarediscussed in the following.

Model1

First the analytic hierarchy processhas been applied to
assesscutting tool wear at some particular cutting con-
ditions. For eachexperimental cutting condition, separate
setsof pairwise comparisonmatricesfor the alternatives
havebeenconstructed.Onesuchsetof alternative matrices
is presentedin Table4 correspondingto themediumspeed–
feedcondition.

Model 2

Finally, anAHP modelhasbeeninvestigatedto suit a wide
rangeof cutting conditions.For this, thecorrespondingele-
mentsof the setsof pairwise comparisonmatrices for the
alternatives havebeenaveragedto makea set of average
comparisonmatrices for the alternatives (Table 5). The
rangesof valuesof the criteria (force parameters) corre-
sponding to the alternative tool conditions have been
foundduring theweartest underselectedcuttingconditions
(Table 6). Regression analysisis doneusing these datato
find out the rangesof the force parameters for the tool
wearconditionswithin a wide rangeof cutting conditions.
Whenever a particular cutting condition is selected,the
rangesof criteria are computed to be usedevery time to
assessthe tool wearstatesduring that particular condition
of machining.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present investigation, the AHP-basedtool condition
monitoring has been studied with two considerations
discussed above.Figures3a to e and Table 6 indicate the
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Table 5 Averagepairwisecomparisonmatrices for alternatives

Comparisonmatriceswhenthecriteria valuecorresponds to tool conditions:
Sharp Progressive wear Worn out

PX VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2.333 4.667 0.601 1 0.311 0.5 0.158 1 0.729 0.3 0.179
VB2 0.429 1 2.583 0.281 3.215 1 2 0.548 1.372 1 0.5 0.262
VB3 0.214 0.387 1 0.118 2 0.5 1 0.294 3.333 2 1 0.599

lmax ¼ 3:0073 3.0053 3.0042
CR ¼ 0:0063 0.0046 0.0036

PY=PXZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2 3.333 0.549 1 0.458 0.583 0.203 1 0.625 0.354 0.183
VB2 0.5 1 2.167 0.304 2.183 1 1.5 0.468 1.6 1 0.5 0.28
VB3 0.3 0.462 1 0.151 1.715 0.667 1 0.329 2.825 2 1 0.537

lmax ¼ 3:0077 3.0030 3.0017
CR ¼ 0:0066 0.0026 0.0015

PX=PZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2.5 3.833 0.598 1 0.325 0.611 0.176 1 0.729 0.288 0.176
VB2 0.4 1 1.917 0.258 3.077 1 1.75 0.529 1.372 1 0.5 0.26
VB3 0.261 0.522 1 0.145 1.637 0.571 1 0.295 3.478 2 1 0.564

lmax ¼ 3:0056 3.0005 3.0063
CR ¼ 0:0048 0.0005 0.0054

PZ VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q VB1 VB2 VB3 q

VB1 1 2.667 4.167 0.61 1 0.394 0.694 0.202 1 0.583 0.308 0.169
VB2 0.375 1 2.389 0.263 2.538 1 1.667 0.502 1.715 1 0.417 0.26
VB3 0.24 0.419 1 0.127 1.441 0.6 1 0.296 3.247 2.398 1 0.576

lmax ¼ 3:0199 3.0003 3.0062
CR ¼ 0:0172 0.0003 0.0054



performance of the AHP-basedclassificationtechniquesof
thestateof tool wear.It maybenotedthatthenotationscor-
respondingto model 1 andmodel 2 usedin Figs3ato eindi-
cateonly the stateof the tool wearandnot the actualtool
wear value. The directly measured flank wear is plotted
againstthemachining time. It is seenthat theclassification
techniqueusing model 1 for eachselectedcutting condition
has,in general, higheraccuracythanmodel2, but thelatter
is morewidely applicable.

At lower cutting speed–feed conditions, the assessment
of the state of the cutting tool wear by the AHP has a
closematchwith the actualstateof the tool. Only at some
points doesthe AHP systemmisclassify the cutting tool
states,which, perhapsdue to variation in forces, results
from deep notching occurring beyond the break-in wear
region,and built-up edge(BUE) formation in somecases
is observedduring the experimentation.

Under the high speed–feed condition, the tool–wear–
stateestimation is found to be lesseffective. Formation of
the built-up edge at the initi al stages,small chatter at
the initial and later stagesof wear and deep notching
beyond the break-in wear region may causeundesirable
variation in the force components. The considerable
changesin the effective principal cutting edgeangle due
to large flank wear may also causevariation in the forces
when the noseradiusof the tool is large (0.8mm for the
tool used).

5 CONCLUSION

The following conclusions may be drawn basedon the

presentinvestigations:

1. A force-basedmonitoringsystemisdevelopedtoclassify the
tool wear statesusing theanalytic hierarchy process(AHP).

2. The AHP model for each of the cutting conditions
(model 1) shows better resultsthan the AHP model 2,
but the latter method is suitable for a wide range of
cutting conditions.

3. Themisclassificationsmadeby thesystemmaybedueto
someeffectscausingvariationof the force signals.

4. Exceptfor highcuttingspeedconditions,theAHP-based
monitoringsystemenablesacloseestimateof thestateof
the tools to be made.
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